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When do you do your reading?  

Not before bed as I will probably drop to sleep and 

forget what I have read! Weekends and holidays 

usually. 

What is your favourite book ? 

‘Memoirs of a Geisha’ by Arthur Golden 

This book was unlike any I had previously read. It is about a young girl growing up in Japan. Her fa-

ther sells her to a geisha house and you follow her struggles of growing up in Kyoto before, during 

and after WWW II. Everything about this book kept my attention. The characters, setting and their 

experiences offered a portal into a life that is so different to my own. 

‘The Handmaids Tale’ by Margaret Atwood 

The book is set in a future dystopian future in the USA. It follows Offred, a handmaid, who is one of 

only a few women capable of having children. The themes of patriarchal control over women, hope 

and rebellion compelled me to keep reading. Never had a book made me so angry! 

What are you currently reading?  

Vox by Christina Dalcher 

I have purchased this book and cant wait to read it on my holiday. It was recom-

mended by a friend as a book I should enjoy because it is similar to the Hand-

maids Tale. I don’t know much about it other than it is set in a dystopian society 

where women are controlled and only allowed to speak a certain number of 

words a day and other forms of communication are forbidden. I am so excited to 

read it! 

Any advice for young people re reading habits?  

• Always talk about what you read with others—you never know they may have read it too and may be able 

to suggest something else you will enjoy! 

• If you come across a new word you don’t understand, google it! My vocabulary has improved loads be-

cause of new words I have learnt while reading.  


